The Chance! !!
What is this chance? Chance to succeed? Chance to work together?

1. As a group you have to get from Start to Finish.

2. Your group leader will cover the map and slowly uncover it aa you move
fFom START HERE
3. You are in a jungle and have to make your way along a path, your
journey will take 1day.

4. You can pick items you that you find on the way. WARNING - you can
only carry 3 items between you.
5. You can drop an item to carry another item.
6. At each item you have to discuss and decide as a group, do you want the
item and who is going to carry it.

7. Some items are easier to get than others. Remember, life is like this!!!
Sometimes the things that are easy to get are not what we really
need?????
When you have finished - what did you gain from this activity?

Working together:
The idea of this part of the session is to get the group to think about the challenges we
have to face.
Get the group to think about 3 things they had to learn to do - can be anything like
swimming.
Discuss briefly that each of the picture shown involve a challenge, to be successful
people have to work as a team, like climbing a mountain, playing a game of football
or netball etc.. ..
The Chance!! ! (Challenge)
Cover the map and slide papqr from START HERE to first dotted line at end of
SYA~E~.
Tell the group the instructions (see separate list)
1. Have to get from A to B. Stranded in a jungle. At the end is a helicopter to
take them to safety. journey completed in a day.
2. Can pick up items they find e.g. Rope in a tree.
3. Can only carry a maximum of 3 items between them.

4. Group has to decide a) Who is going to carry each item.
b) How are you going to get certain items
c) How you will use the items when the chance comes
along.

Leaders Information:
Stage l

Bag of M o w
Useless, can not use it, but group may decide to pick it up. Group can discard an item
in favour for another item later. Might want to raise issue of "money is not
everything" at the end of the challenge.
Stage 2.
Rope (Can suggest to group it might be useful (will need this later to climb steps in a
strong wind.) Does not matter if they do not pick up rope can change minds later.
Who is going to climb the tree?

Tin @Beans get group to discuss if they need this or not. Some may say food, but
you have not got a tin opener!! !

Remember, remind group they can only carry 3 items.
Stage 3
Umbrella and then a Ladder (Are you going to pick up both items remember only
carry 3 items3 Who is going to carry the t i e d s

Stage 4
How to get across the river - use the ladder it is longer than the width of the river.
,Someone might suggest use rope to tie peopie together so no-one fails into the river.
Stage 5

I

Local people stop the group, group can not move on unless the local people are
entertained.
Get the group to discuss who could entertain them. Get group to Iook at list of hobbies
and interests - get group to decide who could entertain the locals. (Don't actually
have to do the entertainment in the session!!)

-

How is the group to get up the steps with such a strong wind blowing? group can
discuss use of rope and who is to go first! ! !
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Stage 6
Reach helicopter - BUT only takes 2 at a time. Group discusses who goes first. Note
it is raining, the umbreila might have been useful!!! !

